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Introduction
• “A man without knowledge of his past is like a tree without roots.”
• Marcus Garvey
• As one of the greatest Caribbean intellectuals and pan-Africanists,
Garvey understood how important history was as a tool for
resolving current social and developmental issues.
• By undertaking a journey through the portals of the past we can
learn much about the developmental challenges facing
contemporary Caribbean society.

Parallel trajectories that mark Caribbean
territories
• I. Conquest and colonization
• II. Economies of extraction (mercantilism)
• III. Enslavement
• IV. Emancipation
• V. Decolonization
• VI. Independence

I. Conquest and colonization
• Anthropologist Sidney Mint has argued that no other region of the
world has experienced a longer period of colonization than the
Caribbean. From 1492 until the mid-to-late twentieth century the
region was dominated by foreign powers, imprinting alien
institutions, systems of thought and governance as they saw fit.

History
• Most of the Caribbean territories underwent an unfortunate early period of
European conquest and colonization.
• In fact, the fateful collision of cultures between old world and new in 1492 set in
motion a genocidal shockwave that led to the decimation of millions of
indigenous people in the Caribbean. [approximately three-quarters of a million]
• Columbus did not colonize The Bahamas. He only spent two weeks traveling
through island chain. He was interested in gold and spices and as it was clear The
Bahamas had none, he was quick to move on to the Greater Antilles where he
was promised riches and resources.
• He did however, begin a process of removal and extermination of the native
Lucayans, taking them against their will as captives to work in the mines of
Hispaniola or as pearl divers off the coast of the larger Greater Antilles.

Colonization
By 1502 Spanish under Nicolas Oviendo established the encomienda system
by which they forcibly
1. Removed indigenous communities from their homes and domiciles
(repartimento)
2. Separated and parceled them out to Spanish overlords (encomenderos)
Who were charged with Christianizing them
3. Coerced their labor in gold and silver mines or as pearl divers off the coast
of Hispaniola.
Santo Domingo and Hispaniola less significant than mainland Central and
South American territories where rich gold deposits were found.

New colonizers
• Islands in the Caribbean not effectively occupied were quickly
grabbed up by Spanish rivals.
• English colonized St. Kitts and Nevis (1623), Antigua (1632), Barbados
(1627); Montserrat (1632)
• Bahamas in 1648, Jamaica in 1655.
• French established bases in Guadeloupe, Martinique and Saint
Domingue.
• Dutch Caribbean-islands of Aruba, Curaçao, Saint Maarten, Bonaire,
Saint Eustatius, and Saba

II. Economies of Extraction (mercantilism)
• Undergirding colonization (and occurring simultaneously) was the
imprinting of an economic system of extracting raw materials for the sole
benefit of the metropole.
• System called mercantilism. Protected mother country and created
immense wealth at the expense of colonies.
• Colonies existed solely to provide raw materials for metropole.
• From inception underdevelopment of the region was set in motion.
• Education ignored-”brainwash education to make us a fool.”
• Social services, health, sanitation, public works ignored—unless beneficial
to production.
• Most islands shifted from small free holding estates to large plantations
and monocultural production of a single commodity. (sugar revolution)

Backward and Modern
• Eric Williams, noted historian and first prime minister of Trinidad and
Tobago has argued that the Caribbean was a unique geo-political
space in that it was both incredibly backward and yet distinctly
modern.
• Backward—an economic system based on coerced labor force,
exploited, commodified, subjugated to inhumane work conditions.
Highest mortality rates across Atlantic world.
• Modern—use of equipment and modern technology (wind mill,
factories, boiling room), assembly line work and organization of work
force into shifts and specialized tasks (predating Henry Ford’s 20th
century assembly line concept).

III. Enslavement
• Enslaved worked 18+ hours during crop time
• Gang system created specialized labor. Task system in The Bahamas
and other non-plantation slave-holding societies.
• Poor health and nutrition
• Death rate extremely high.
• Slave codes regulated movement, established punitive punishments
for running away, concealing weapons or meeting at night.

Fighting for Freedom
• Despite the totalizing force of enslavement, enslaved persons declared war against the
system.
• Reflected in day to day resistance
• Unsuccessful Revolts
• Successful revolts—Haitian Revolution (specter across Atlantic World and inspiration)
and maroonage.
• . One prominent leader in the Maroon War, was a Jamaican woman and former slave of
Asante descent known only by the title “Nanny of the Maroons” who was an Asante
woman from Ghana brought to Jamaica as a child due to the slave trade. She and her
brother Cudjoe ran away from their plantation and founded different settlements. Nanny
founded Nanny Town and Cudjoe founded Cudjoe Town. They both were important
Maroon leaders who bravely defied British rule. Nanny organized raids on plantations
and was so successful in her plans that over 1,000 slaves were freed and integrated into
the Maroon community in a thirty year period. She died in 1733.

IV Emancipation
•
•
•
•

Slavery was eventually (gradually) abolished
1834 in English, 1848 in French, 1886 in Cuba, 1873 in Puerto Rico
Reason for its timing in British Caribbean two fold:
Emergence of free trade and decline of protectionist ideas. Sugar could be
produced and shipped and cheaper cost elsewhere.
• But another significant factor, were the actions of black abolitionists in the
Caribbean.
• During early 19th century white abolitionists wanted to reform institution;
black abolitionists wanted to abolish it outright.
• Pushed abolitionist agenda to most radical posture—full abolition now!

Pompey’s actions
• More known, are the actions of Pompey and his collaborators (18291830), who were unwilling to remain quiescent once Lord Rolle plans
for removing them from Exuma became news.
• Reflecting a growing awareness of his political rights, Pompey not
only stole a dingy but sailed to Nassau, where he figured he might
have a favorable hearing with a sympathetic abolitionists in the
person of James Carmichael Smith.
• Though the outcome was horrible, (being flogged before forcibly
retuned to Exuma) these actions reflect a man with great
determination and political acumen.

Political Awakening
• This process of political awakening did not occur in a vacuum but was
shaped by the politics of the black Atlantic in an Age of Revolutions.
Significantly, both free blacks and enslaved rebels of the formative
period of rebellion were acutely aware of the activities taking place in
the Atlantic world, to the point that they could direct their selfassertiveness toward those who could most readily remedy their
situation.

Post-Emancipation: Continuity or change
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Period of Apprenticeship
1834-1838 in British Caribbean
Worked 40.5 hrs. without pay.
Stipendiary Magistrates overseeing system
Individual punishment vs. state punishment
1838 full emancipation—muted celebration
Paper freedom—free but not equal. Could not vote unless you owned
property, but denied access to property.
• Vagrancy laws passed making squatting and occupying land an offense.
• Truck and Credit systems in Bahamas denied wage earning opportunities.
• Many forced back on plantations (especially in Barbados and Antigua)

Black responses
• Asue—for savings
• Burial Societies—cause you needed a proper burial
• Friendly Societies and Lodges—cause in times of hardship you needed assistance.
Arson, hurricane or personal tragedy, these institutions provided a buffer.
• Proto-political in nature
• Blacks banned from insurance and banking. Had to rely on these organizations for
help.
• Gail Saunders notes that the Grants Town and Eastern Friendly Societies were
established as early as 1834. These institutions not only provided a link to African
derived practices, but in more tangible ways assisted members through sick
benefits as a form of insurance that would have been otherwise denied to blacks
by Bay Street merchants
• The black church—also political. (the personal is always political)

Symbolic politics
• Symbolic politics was evident in the “Annual Festival” usually held to
mark Emancipation Day where members of Friendly Societies
paraded up to Government House in order to make their grand
presentment to the Governor. Of particular importance was the 1880
“Annual Festival” when participants not only made their usual
presentation to the Governor but also marched, to Trinity Methodist
church--the bastion of church going white elites--where they
proceeded to fill up the pews and literally take over the church.

Turn of the century
• Blacks continued to agitate
• Migrants moving to Miami for better opportunities joined the Garvey
movement, the UNIA was the largest black nationalist organiation in
the Western Hemisphere.
• Chapter in many Caribbean territories.
• WWI and migrant experience exposed blacks to the contradictions of
colonialism—second or third class subjects fighting for the
motherland!
• More race conscious—Pan-Africanism (George Padmore, C.L.R
James)

V. Decolonization
• In the 20th century Caribbean territories went through a period of
decolonization, marked by labor strife, riots, boycotts and a
deepening sense of the need to remove the shackles of colonialism.
• Franklyn Knight refers to the 1930s as a period of turbulence due to
labor unrest, boycotts, strikes and general social upheavals.
• Ideologies sparked resistance movement, particularly socialism and
black nationalism.
• Education began to expand at a slow pace to black masses.

Continued backwardness
• At the root of these upheavals were profound inequalities:
• Education was a privilege not a right. The state of education at the
turn of the 20th century was abysmal. Majority of the laboring black
class were nominally educated at the primary school level. In The
Bahamas GHS opened in 1925, first available Secondary education
open to elite blacks (stringent entrance exam).
• Poor blacks moved to urban spaces seeking out a better life. Found
deplorable conditions; no running or portable water, no electricity, no
sanitation, unpaved roads, crowded shanty towns.
• No political rights—In The Bahamas, no unions until 1935; voting
based on property qualifications; no universal suffrage.

Space and Race
• In contrast to overcrowded shanty towns, privileged white elites (the
descendants of the plantocracy) lived in palatial homes on mountain
tops, ridges or rural estates with large gardens and spaces for
recreational activities.
• Sports and other leisure activities reified racial distinctions especially
cricket, a sport imported by colonizers that required time and space
for recreation.
• In The Bahamas Over the Hill was always juxtaposed against what was
on top of the hill. Two different spheres or realms in which race was
recreated.
• Being on top of hill had both symbolic and practical purpose.

V. Independence Movements
• Failure of Federation in British Caribbean.
 Created through three conferences: Montego Bay, Jamaica in 1947; and the other
two in London in 1953 and 1956.
• Weak central authority
• Lacked resources and jurisdictional boundaries.
• Inadequately financed—had to support three major institutions: West India
Regiment (Defence); The University College of the West Indies and the Federal
Shipping Service.
• Jamaica preferred regional free trade whereas Trinidad only wanted free
movement of people if it came with customs union.
• Williams wanted strong federal system and Manley wanted minimalist system

Emerging discontent
• Spanish-Cuban Filipino War of Independence
• Haiti first in 1804.
• Carried by emerging discontent in the Caribbean—labor strife in the 1930s
led to Moyne Commission and recommendation of gradual self rule in
British territories.
• Spanish territories fought three wars only to have shackles of Spanish
colonialism replaced with binding Platt Amendment imposed by U.S. in a
neo-colonial relationship.
• Many territories still struggling to gain freedom—Guadeloupe and
Martinique are departments of France; Puerto Rico is a commonwealth of
the U.S without representation in U.S. senate or House of Representatives;
Turks and Caicos; Cayman and Bermuda, still British territories.

Growing Pains
• Many Caribbean societies have shifted away from agricultural-based
economies and embraced financial services and tourism (tertiary
industries) as the new engine of economic development.
• However, there has not been a discernable paradigm shift in economic
models.
• Tourism has a heavy reliance on direct foreign investment, where majority
of large mega resorts are owned by foreign nationals who benefit from
negotiated tax exemptions and other preferential benefits.
• Wealth generated from industry does not trickle down to or empower
working class Caribbean people.
• Enclaves of tremendous wealth and influence even as chasm between
haves and have nots widens.

Development issues and reparations
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Access to quality education
Access to equitable and quality health care
Social services, public works and technology not distributed equally.
CARICOM reparation commission has demanded that European colonizers
and enslavers address these systematic inequalities through a ten point
plan:
Includes funding health care and educational enterprises
Establishing developmental projects
Erasing debt incurred during colonial era
Formally apologizing—begin to right the wrong.

Social Issues
• In post-independence Caribbean societies you have new monied class
who often ascend to political power.
• Nepotism and cronyism twin pillars of corruption.
• The aspirational goals of being judged by the content of your
character rather than the color of your skins has given way to petty
politics and privilege where who you know is more important than
what you know.
• Meanwhile endemic poverty, and food scarcity are issues that reflect
the continuation of class and racial attitude that plague Caribbean
societies.

Conclusion
• According to Franklyn Knight in Genesis of a Fragmented Nationalism, PreHispanic peoples as a group were the first victims of the peculiar characteristics
of the Caribbean, of crisis and transition….These island peoples have been
especially vulnerable to influences from the outside, and their society has been
more a reflection of eclectic adaption than original creation…The pattern of crisis
and transition remained an integral aspect of Caribbean development.
• Indigenous people were the first to face the challenges of crisis and transition,
but implied in this statement is that they were not the only ones.
• Forced migrants (Africans, East Indians and other Asians also victims of crisis and
transition).
• Caribbean people still in crisis mode. Need to become producers and owners of
our own development, on our terms. By the people for the people and with the
people.

